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team sabre takes the original delta force game and expands on it in a number of interesting ways. the "team" aspect is only a modicum of the experience. you play as a delta force operative, an army ranger, a first recon marine, and a c-130 pilot. the missions take place in a variety of
environments, from the desert to the jungle, and the player can switch between your four different classes at will. switching between your four classes isn't a simple matter, however. a class swap is required for every mission. for example, the first mission requires you to drive a truck
loaded with explosives. the objective is to blow up a bridge, but you have to do it wearing the c-130 pilot's combat loadout. the c-130 pilot class is not available until you finish the mission. switching is also required to take advantage of the game's special weapons. the original delta
force game featured 12 weapons, each of which had three variants. for example, the.50 caliber h&k g3 is the standard sniper rifle, but can also be equipped with a laser sight for close-quarters work. there are 12 sniper rifles, 12 machine guns, 12 rpgs, 12 submachine guns, and 12
shotguns. the weapons are extremely powerful, but they also cost a lot of ammo, and the amount you have is generally proportional to your level. while you can switch weapons, it's generally not a wise decision to spend your ammo on a powerful weapon that you'll never use. the

second class is the army ranger, the delta force's most elite soldier. in addition to the standard weapons in delta force, you can also carry a variety of special weapons, such as the m14, the m249 squad automatic weapon, and the m60 tripod-mounted machine gun. you can also equip
the rpg-7 and gpmg-9 grenade launchers, which are more powerful than the rpg and m60, respectively. finally, the army ranger class features the ability to call in an apache helicopter. calling in an apache is a key aspect of this game; you call in one to extract you, and then you get to

ride it around. the apache is exceptionally powerful; it can outgun anything on the map, and can also destroy just about anything in its path. just don't get yourself killed while you're riding it.
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